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The interior of Delores Fortuna’s studio. This part of her work space includes a table, scale, some bags of clay, 
lots of tools, shelves for works in progress, and more. 
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The interior of Delores Fortuna’s studio. She uses this wood stove to keep the space warm in winter. 
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These shelves hold both finished and unfinished pots. The light pink-ish colored pieces toward the top right are 
bisque ware, which has been fired once, but still needs to have glaze applied before it is fired a final time.  
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A shelf of some finished pots made by Delores Fortuna. This black, white, yellow, and ochre color palatte is what 
she has been applying on most of her recent work. 
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Delores shows some ceramic blocks she has made, similar to children’s toy blocks with different letters or 
numbers on each side. Hers have different colors and patterns, and can be stacked and arranged in various ways. 
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Some ceramic blocks that Delores has made, similar to children’s toy blocks with different letters or numbers on 
each side. Hers have different colors and patterns, and can be stacked and arranged in various ways. 
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Two wood fired pots sit on a shelf in Delores Fortuna’s studio. Although her own kiln needs repairs and she has 
not fired it recently, she has often wood fired over the course of her career. 
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This promotional postcard shows an arrangement of Delores Fortuna’s mugs decorated in black, white, and 
yellow patterns. The back of the postcard gives contact information and the dates and locations of her upcoming 
shows and exhibitions. 
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The exterior of Delores Fortuna’s studio—her studio building is to the left, and her kiln shed and wood kiln is to 
the right. 
 
 
 


